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Executive Summary
Appeal against refusal of the application made in order to obtain the permission for the proposed 35m
tree-type telecommunications mast and associated infrastructure on a relaxed rear/side space on ERF
279 New England, situation along 4 Harrison Avenue: Lincoln Meade

1.

Contested on the following grounds:




Infrastructure requirement
Not a mono-pole but a tree-type mast
Boundary encroachment is common for neighbouring properties
Low visual impact

2. Various Alternatives were considered


None were acceptable

3. Effective service area is approximately 500m


Lack of network stability needs to be addressed



Radio plans



Msunduzi Refusal decision notice

Appendix 1

Appendix 2
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RE: 4 Harrison Avenue, notice of appeal
Appeal against refusal of the application made in terms of the Msunduzi spatial planning and land use
management by-law in order to obtain the permission for the proposed 35m tree-type
telecommunications mast and associated infrastructure on a relaxed rear/side space on ERF 279 New
England, situation along 4 Harrison Avenue: Lincoln Meade
Reasons for refusal:a. “The proposed location for the erection of the telecommunication mast will be located next to the
dwelling unit of ERF 279 and in front of ERF 250, due to the small size of the stands along
Harrison Street, this will impact negatively and directly on the households, due to the size of the
telecommunication mast, which will be 35m, and in close proximity to the dwelling unit of
property ERF 278.”
This is a developing area, and the infrastructure needs to be in place in order to support the
growth in the area. Areas with good infrastructure are more attractive to people than areas
where it is poor.
With reference to the lot sizes the stands in the area (see the image below), are all similarly
sized, apart from ERF274 which is a complex containing 6 residential units. It is therefore not the
size of the lot but rather the orientation of the buildings that affect the sense of impact. An
argument can be made that a similar
impact on the sense of place is
consistent throughout the area as
most dwelling units are built-up to
the boundary fence(s) of the
respective properties. Furthermore,
the mast will be disguised as a tree,
making the visual impact minimal.
The visual impact, though not
denied, will be minimal as the disguising tactics employed by the developer will make it look like
a tree. Whether this is done on an open space area, an outer area or on a residential lot the
impact will be the same. Everything possible is done to minimize the perceived visual impact.
The central location of the site means that the mast height can be lower than if it were in an
outer area that is not ideal for providing a full spectrum service.
A concession can be made to move the site to the opposite corner of the property along Harrison
Avenue, away from ERF 278. No directly adjacent buildings are located on ERF 274
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b. “The applicant has not shown any evidence of consideration of alternative sites, despite the
presence of various open spaces nearby in the vicinity of the application site.”
The location chosen for this site, was based on many influencing factors, including elevation,
distance from other masts in the area, and ability to provide maximum coverage from the mast,
therefore minimizing the need for more masts in the area. The image below indicates
properties within 100m of this location, shows that there are no open spaces within 100m of
ERF279 New England.

Although ERF572 (as indicated in the image) appears to be an ‘open space’, it is a residential property. It
could be reasonably assumed that if a mast
was proposed at this site, the comments
would be the same as for ERF279. Also the
elevation for ERF572 is 688m (ASL) as
opposed to ERF279, which is 704m (ASL), a
mast placed on ERF572 would need to be
bigger, higher and due to the increased
height not possible to disguise (tree-type)
as is proposed for this location.
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If areas were considered outside the 100m radius of ERF279, there are open spaces as indicated.

ERF19, ERF18 ERF31 & ERF21
There is an existing mast (at 115) already located to provide network coverage to that areas (ie
ERF18, Part of ERF19, ERF21, ERF31)
(See location marked

115)
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ERF23
This (ERF23) is zoned as an active
public open space (As seen in the
image below), which means that
special permission would need to
be obtained from the municipality
ERF23
in order to place the mast on this
space. Aside from that, the
elevation for this site is only 635m
(ASL), this wouldn’t provide any
significant coverage, even with a
very high mast. Furthermore the
ridge/hill will block service from
reaching anything north-west of Harrison Avenue. Hence completely defying the object of improved
network coverage, improved data transfer speeds, improved access to information and improved quality
of voice calls. Therefore this location would be unsuitable.

RE/1853
Lots in this area (RE/1853) are zoned
as special residential 3, institutional
RE/185
and educational. Currently
undeveloped land most likely set out
for further development of the area.
RE/185
Concerns for the area is that Town
Planning layout is not yet finalized for
this area and hence the random
location infrastructure is either not
RE/185
allowed or detrimental to the sound
planning of the area. It will
furthermore increase the number of
locations sought by network carriers (MTN, Vodacom, CellC, Telkom) as no location on this property will
at this stage of development have a all-round serviceable area – i.e. dark zones will persist whereas a
top to the hill location will ensure that the currently built-up area is services sufficiently. The
infrastructure and service associated is for use by people.
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ERF9672,
This ERF (ERF9672) is serviced by another mast in the area (indicated at
10763), indicated in the
image below. Proximity to it would not make sense to place another mast so close to the existing one.
Both these mast fail to provide high quality service to the north-western section of Lincoln Meade due
to distance, topography and residential density. The proposed location is ideally suited to fill this void.

ERF9672
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c. “The applicant was not able to address a series of technical questions raised regarding the
proliferation of masts in the vicinity of the application site.”

Cell masts provide about 400-500m of effective coverage to cell phone users, there is currently
insufficient coverage for the area, and the other masts in the area are currently experiencing
interference, congestion and lack of penetration, which further increases the need for a mast in the
proposed location. Placing a mast in the proposed location will provide a significant amount of coverage
for an area that is densely populated. Combined with the other two masts, most of the area will have
good coverage. The proposed location, is central and will serve a larger portion of the community than
if it is placed elsewhere. Sections that are North West of Harrison Avenue are badly services due to
topographical interference. This location will resolve the current lack of penetration and stability.

Included are radio plans which indicate the coverage before and after the proposed mast.

AFTER ATKZN428 LINCOLN MEADE NEO COVERAGE

BEFORE ATKZN428 LINCOLN MEADE NEO COVERAGE

AFTER BEST SERVER ATKZN428 LINCOLN MEADE NEO COVERAGE

BEFORE BEST SERVER ATKZN615b BANNERS REST COVERAGE

SITE DETAILS ATKZN428 LINCOLN MEADE NEO COVERAGE

LINCOLN MEADE
NEO

The proposed site at LINCOLN MEADE NEO is required for the following reason,
1. To provide coverage for both voice and data requirements for the underserviced areas of LINCOLN
MEADE NEO.
2. To alleviate any interferences from surrounding sites.

AFTER BEST SERVER ATKZN428 LINCOLN MEADE NEO COVERAGE

1km Radius

BEFORE BEST SERVER ATKZN428 LINCOLN MEADE NEO COVERAGE

1km Radius

